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Qualifications and Experience of Lincoln KernQualifications and Experience of Lincoln KernQualifications and Experience of Lincoln KernQualifications and Experience of Lincoln Kern    

I am a trained ecologist with a Bachelor’s Degree in Biology and Environmental Studies 

(completed in 1986 with field studies in Pacific Northwest USA, Southwest USA, India and 

Central America) from Antioch University in Yellow Springs, Ohio, USA, and a Graduate 

Diploma in Environmental Management (1998) from Deakin University in Victoria.  In addition, 

I have been involved in environmental planning, ecological restoration and bushfire risk 

management for 24 years in Victoria through positions with the National Trust of Australia 

(Victoria) (1991-93), Greening Australia Victoria (1992 including organising a series of field 

days on reconciling fire risk and native vegetation management), as a supervisor for labour 

market programs (part-time1993-94) and through Practical Ecology P/L, formed in 1993.  I 

also worked for a year in 1998 as Environmental Planner for Wellington Shire Council in 

Gippsland where I assessed many native vegetation clearing applications and helped develop 

the Shire’s roadside vegetation management plan and participated in developing the 

municipal fire prevention plan. 

As owner and manager of Practical Ecology P/L I manage and implement extensive contract 

works, ecological consulting and bushfire management projects.  The work has included 

designing works programs and managing work crews implementing ecological restoration 

works in the form of weed control projects in remnant vegetation, terrestrial and wetland 

revegetation projects.  I have also written many management plans for bushland reserves 

across metropolitan Melbourne and dozens of flora and fauna assessments and land 

management plans for bush blocks in the municipalities around Melbourne and across 

Victoria.  In addition I have produced or coordinated many dozens of ecological and bushfire 

reports on a wide range of projects, from urban and rural subdivisions to houses on rural 

bush blocks.  I have also coordinated the investigation of several incidents of illegal clearing 

for relevant Councils and DSE in Gembrook, Whittlesea and French Island. 

My expertise in fire ecology and fire risk management is based on training in fire ecology 

through my academic training, a formal course in applying the Wildfire Management Overlay 

in 2005, ongoing training since that time including the University of Technology Sydney’s 

Development and Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas short course completed in Victoria in 

November 2013 and most recently training in planning prescribed fire and fire suppression. I 

have coordinated many bushfire management plans and wildfire management statements and 

stayed up to date with fire risk assessment techniques through project work and liaison with 

fire management authorities. 

As manager of Practical Ecology I have designed and implemented hundreds of restoration 

projects, flora and fauna surveys and planning assessments across Melbourne and Victoria.  I 

have also developed particular experience in developing property management plans for 

bushland properties that reconcile development, bushfire risk and native vegetation 

protection through negotiating with many land owners over several years. 

In summary, my expertise is in reconciling planning law and objectives and the assessment 

and management of native vegetation and associated fire risks.  Over time I have taken 

extensive knowledge of vegetation, ecology and bushfire and combined it with knowledge 
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and experience of the planning system gained through training and experience. My detailed 

CV is attached at the end of the statement. 

Qualifications and Experience of Qualifications and Experience of Qualifications and Experience of Qualifications and Experience of Andrew StephensAndrew StephensAndrew StephensAndrew Stephens    

Andrew Stephens, a Practical Ecology employee, has significantly contributed to this 

document by undertaking field work and authoring of the initial report regarding the site: 

Bushfire Assessment and Net Gain Analysis Tarran Valley, Maldon v1.0 October 2012, which 

was produced under my supervision and with my direct involvement. 

Andrew has a Bachelor’s Degree in Conservation Biology and Ecology from La Trobe University 

majoring in botany and genetics which was completed in 2002. He further completed a 

Graduate Diploma in Humanities and Social Sciences at La Trobe in 2006. In 2010 he 

undertook the University of Technology Sydney’s short course in Development and Building in 

Bushfire Prone Areas. More recently Andrew completed the inaugural Postgraduate Certificate 

in Bushfire Management and Planning at University of Melbourne in 2013 and has continued 

with that stream of study under a Master Degree, such that in 2014 he will have completed all 

subjects associated with the Postgraduate Diploma in Bushfire Management and Planning. 

Other studies within the Master Degree will focus on bushfire and fire ecology. Andrew is also 

an accredited level 2 Bushfire and Planning Design Practitioner with the Fire Protection 

Association of Australia. 

Andrew began working for Practical Ecology in 2003 and has eight years experience as an 

ecological and bushfire consultant. As well as undertaking further studies since initially 

joining Practical Ecology, he has worked as a sole trader undertaking ecological restoration, 

worked in an education consultancy and travelled. As an ecological and bushfire consultant 

Andrew has undertaken many dozens of ecological and bushfire projects and reports, 

including dozens of bushfire/wildfire management statements and similar reports for single 

properties and subdivisions to larger re-zonings. 

In addition to planning scheme related projects Andrew has undertaken many projects to 

support the bushfire risk management of private and public managers and authorities such as 

Parks Victoria, Department of Environment and Primary Industries, Melbourne Water and other 

water authorities, Department of Planning and many local government authorities including 

Frankston, Casey, Cardinia, Yarra Ranges, Nillumbik, Whittlesea, Melton and Wyndham.  

To complement his work in bushfire risk management he has regularly attended seminars and 

forums, liaised with authorities through project work and undertaken recent tertiary training 

to ensure he is up-to-date with current science and planning policy. Having undertaken work 

across much of Victoria including state-wide projects such as vegetation condition and fuel-

load assessments for the DSE, Andrew has extensive knowledge of the Victorian environment 

and has used this in assisting land management agencies and authorities and private 

developers reconcile ecological, bushfire management and development objectives for an 

extensive range of projects.  
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Instructions to Lincoln KernInstructions to Lincoln KernInstructions to Lincoln KernInstructions to Lincoln Kern    

I was instructed to review the proposed Amendment C36 and undertake the following tasks: 

• Review the relevant reports, CFA comments and other relevant research to 

consider and respond to bushfire risks on the site 

• Consider the bushfire risk management requirements of the Mount Alexander 

Planning Scheme 

• Evaluate the characteristics of the site and design responses to consider how 

the proposal addresses the requirements of the Mount Alexander Planning 

Scheme in regards to bushfire and native vegetation provisions 

• Present the results of the review in an expert witness report to the Planning 

Panel to inform their consideration of the following issues: 

i. Whether the subject land is an appropriate location for additional dwellings 

on new lots in rural residential settings given the objectives of the Planning 

and Environment Act 1987 in regards to bushfire risks and the actions 

required to make the site safe from bushfire . 

Stage 2: 

ii. Whether the amount and biodiversity conservation significance of native 

vegetation to be removed to implement the proposed fire management 

regime is acceptable; and 

iii. Whether rural living development at this location will potentially change the 

way in which the surrounding bushland adjoining the site will need to be 

managed in the long term potentially affecting its ecological values. 

 

DocumentsDocumentsDocumentsDocuments    and other materials consideredand other materials consideredand other materials consideredand other materials considered    

This statement relies on two documents prepared by Practical Ecology personnel (attached 

with this report): 

Practical Ecology (2012) Bushfire Assessment and Net Gain Analysis Tarran Valley, Maldon v1.0 

October 2012. Practical Ecology Pty Ltd, Preston. (This report has critical information about the 

bushfire risk on the site although the tentative development plans included have been revised.) 

This document was produced under my supervision and with my direct involvement if written 

by Practical Ecology staff.  Documents from DELWP were obtained by Practical Ecology staff.  

These documents are the primary basis for the supporting documentation and evidence 

behind the findings and opinions set forward in this statement 
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I also reviewed other relevant documentation relating to the planning amendment: 

Cheers, G. (2003). Flora and Fauna Assessment Proposed Development Site Castlemaine – Maldon Road, 

Maldon. Garry & Brenda Cheers, Flora & Fauna Consultants, Havelock, Victoria. 

Cheers, G. and Cheers, B. (2008). Amendment C36 Net Gain Offset Report, Maldon - Castlemaine Rd 

Maldon. Garry & Brenda Cheers, Flora & Fauna Consultants, Havelock, Victoria. 

Cheers, G. and Cheers, B. (2008). Vegetation removal and offsets for proposed development Tarran 

Valley Estate Maldon. Garry & Brenda Cheers, Flora & Fauna Consultants, Havelock, Victoria 

Cheers, G. and Cheers, B. (2008). Amendment C36 Mount Alexander Shire Planning Scheme Statement 

of Evidence. Garry & Brenda Cheers, Flora & Fauna Consultants, Havelock, Victoria. 

Cheers, G. (2014) Updated Ecological Assessment of Tarran Valley Development area Castlemaine-

Maldon Road, Maldon. March 2014 Garry Cheers Flora & Fauna Consultant, Havelock, Victoria 

Mount Alexander Shire Council (2009). Mount Alexander Planning Scheme Amendment C36 Panel Report 

Tarran Valley, Maldon. Mount Alexander Shire Council. 

Neander, P. (2008). Fire Risk Management Review for Tarran Valley Pty Ltd at Castlemaine Maldon Road 

Maldon. Phil Neander & Associates Fire Safety Consultant. 

Neander, P. (2008). Tarran Valley, Maldon Proposed Rezoning, Assessment of BAL's. Phil Neander & 

Associates Fire Safety Consultant. 

Neander, P. (2008). Fuel Hazard Assessment Tarran Valley Pty Ltd, Castlemaine Maldon Road, Maldon. 

Phil Neander & Associates Fire Safety Consultant, Strathfieldsaye 

Wright, G. (2009). Supplementary Comments Made on the Fire Risk Management Review for Tarran 

Valley Pty Ltd at Castlemaine Maldon Road, Maldon. Geoplan. 

Submissions to the Strategic Advisory Committee addressing bushfire risk:  

CFA (2014) Submission to the Advisory Committee on Amendment C36 To The Mount Alexander 

Planning Scheme Country Fire Authority – March 2014. Country Fire Authority, Government of Victoria. 

Johnson, A (2014) Tarran Valley Mt Alexander Shire Planning Scheme Amendment C36 Initial Submission 

to the Bushfire Management Overlay Consultation 2013 Standing Advisory Committee 3 March 2014. 

Department of Environment and Primary Industries, State Government Victoria, Epsom. 

Mount Alexander Shire Council (2014) Submission: Bushfire Management Overlay Consultation 2013 

Standing Advisory Committee regarding Mount Alexander Planning Scheme Amendment C36 (Tarran 

Valley) March 3 2014. Endorsed by Mount Alexander Shire Council. 

Terramatrix (February 2014). Bushfire Development Report for the proposed rezoning and development 

of the land known as ‘Tarran Valley’, comprising amendment C36 of the Mount Alexander Planning 

Scheme. Terramatrix, Abbotsford, Victoria. 

Sweett (Australia) Pty Ltd (2014) Tarran Valley Amendment C36 Advisory Committee Initial Submission 8 

April 2014. Sweett (Australia) Pty Ltd, Melbourne 
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Sweett (Australia) Pty Ltd (2014) Tarran Valley, Maldon (Mt Alexander PS Amendment C36) Joint 

Statement Regarding Draft Development Plan: CFA, DEPI, Mt Alexander Council, Tarran Valley Pty Ltd. 

Sweett (Australia) Pty Ltd, Melbourne 

Spiire (2014) Tarran Valley Supporting Plan Amendment C36 v30 May 2014. Spiire Pty Ltd, Bendigo. 

Documents relating and submissions to the current Rezoning Advisory Committee 

DELWP (2015) Tarran Valley Rezoning Advisory Committee – DELWP Submission. 

Mount Alexander Shire Council (14 September 2015) Submission to Tarran Valley Advisory Committee. 

Planning Panels Victoria (24 July 2015) Tarran Valley Rezoning Advisory Committee Terms of Reference 

Sweett (Australia) Pty Ltd (14 Sept 2015) Tarran Valley Amendment C36 Rezoning Advisory Committee 

Initial Submission 14 September 2015. Sweett (Australia) Pty Ltd, Melbourne 

Submissions from the community as numbered 

In addition the following documents related to bushfire risk management in Victoria were also 

considered: 

Bushfire CRC (2009) Victorian 2009 Bushfire Research Response Final Report. www.bushfirecrc.com. 

CFA (2011a) Fire Service Guideline: Assessing Vegetation in a Bushfire Management Overlay. Country 

Fire Authority, East Burwood, Victoria. 

CFA (2011b) Planning Guidelines for Subdivisions in bushfire-prone areas. Country Fire Authority, East 

Burwood, Victoria. 

CFA (2012) Planning for Bushfire: Guidelines for Meeting Victoria’s Bushfire Planning Requirements. 

Version 2. Country Fire Authority, East Burwood, Victoria. 

Cheal, D. (2010) Growth stages and tolerable fire intervals for Victoria's native vegetation data sets. Fire 

and Adaptive Management Report No. 84. Department of Sustainability and Environment, East 

Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. 

DPCD (2012) Loddon Mallee Regional Bushfire Planning Assessment. Department of Planning and 

Community Development, V. G., Melbourne. 

DPCD (2012) Planning Schemes Online. Department of Planning, Communities and Development. 

Accessed via: http://planningschemes.dpcd.vic.gov.au/index.html 

DTPLI (2013) Local Planning for Bushfire Protection. Planning Practice Note 64. Department of Transport, 

Planning and Local Infrastructure  

DEPI (2014) Fire Operations Plans, Department of Primary Industries, Government of Victoria. 

DSE (2012) Code of Practice for Bushfire Management on Public Land 2012. Victorian Government 

Department of Sustainability and Environment, Melbourne. 

Hines, F., Tolhurst, K. G., Wilson, A. A. G. & McCarthy, G. J. (2010) Overall fuel hazard assessment guide. 

Department of Sustainability and Environment, Melbourne. 
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Loddon Mallee Regional Strategic Fire Management Planning Committee (2011) Loddon Mallee Regional 

Strategic Fire Management Plan 2011-21.  

Mount Alexander Shire Municipal Fire Management Planning Committee (2012) Mount Alexander Shire 

Municipal Fire Management Plan A sub-plan of the Municipal Emergency Management Plan 2012 – 2014. 

Mount Alexander Shire Council. 

Standards Australia (2009) AS3959-2009 Construction of buildings in bushfire-prone areas 

(incorporating Amendment Nos 1,2 and 3). Third edition (reissued incorporating Amendment 3 Nov 

2011) ed. SAI Global, Sydney. 

Tolhurst, K. (2005). Conversion of Ecological Vegetation Classes (EVCs) to Fuel Types and Calculation of 

Equivalent Fine Fuel Loads with Time Since Fire, in Victoria. Unpublished. 

Tolsma, A., Cheal, D. & Brown, G. (2007) Ecological Burning in Box-Ironbark Forests: Phase 1 - 

Literature Review. Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental Research, Heidelberg. 
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Statement of Expert EvidenceStatement of Expert EvidenceStatement of Expert EvidenceStatement of Expert Evidence    

1.1.1.1. History of History of History of History of Practical Ecology’s involvementPractical Ecology’s involvementPractical Ecology’s involvementPractical Ecology’s involvement    and and and and review of existing review of existing review of existing review of existing 

informationinformationinformationinformation    regarding bushfire riskregarding bushfire riskregarding bushfire riskregarding bushfire risk    

1.1 Practical Ecology was initially commissioned by the proponent of the subdivision, 

Tarran Valley Pty. Ltd., in August 2012 to undertake a bushfire assessment and net 

gain analysis in response to the Department of Planning and Community 

Development’s request for further information pertaining to Amendment C36. This 

work was completed in October 2012 and involved review of Gary Cheers’ ecological 

assessment and Phil Neander’s fire assessment that were presented to the Planning 

Panel in 2009. Practical Ecology also assessed the proposal that was taken to the 2009 

Panel and facilitated revision to ensure compliance with current policy and guidance.   

1.2 The company was subsequently engaged in discussion with the proponents and 

planning authorities throughout 2013 regarding the Amendment. This included 

revision to the site layout and written feedback regarding the CFA’s comment on the 

Amendment dated 8 January 2013, which was responded to with a revised Bushfire 

Development Plan developed by Practical Ecology on 7 November 2013. 

1.3 I was further engaged to prepare an Expert Witness Report to the Standing Advisory 

Committee and present our findings concerning bushfire risk to the appointed 

members in May 2014. 

1.4 Prior to the hearing with the Standing Advisory Committee in May 2014, I attended a 

pre-hearing workshop with planning authorities to discuss the Amendment and 

determine points of agreement or otherwise. These details are provided in the Joint 

Statement Regarding Draft Development Plan compiled by Sweett Pty Ltd (2014). As a 

result of that workshop a revised development plan was produced by the proponent 

(Tarran Valley Supporting Plan Amendment C36 v28 (Spiire 2014). Practical Ecology 

have slightly refined the this plan by amending lot boundaries (6 and 7; 5,9 and 10; 24 

and 23) and location of dwelling footprints (5 and 24) and added the defendable space 

that was discussed at the workshop and this is presented as Bushfire Development 

Plan v04 and provided at the end of the report.  

1.5 The tentative development plan for the site, demonstrating the potential development 

outcome if the amendment is approved, has now been revised twice more with the 

latest version numbered 30.  This latest version has consolidated houses even more 

creating one large shared defendable space and leaving several larger blocks of land 

with the majority of the native vegetation present.  Version 30 was adopted by the 

Strategic Advisory Community on Bushfire Risk in 2014 as the recommended 

Development Plan for the subject land. 

1.6 In preparation for developing this statement I reviewed in detail the documents 

prepared by Practical Ecology staff, as well as the relevant planning scheme provisions, 
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relevant planning guidelines and documents prepared by the Country Fire Authority, 

Department of Sustainability and Environment/Department of Environment and 

Primary Industries, Department of Transport, Planning and Local Development and 

other relevant research and documentation regarding bushfires. I also visited the site 

on 9 August 2013 and subsequent occasions in 2014. 

1.7 This statement reviews significant points focussing on the bushfire risk and 

management at the site. It is inclusive of the two attached documents provided to the 

proponent to evaluate and address the bushfire risks on the site.  These two 

documents were prepared by Practical Ecology staff under my supervision and with my 

significant involvement; I was involved with the project from the beginning of our 

company’s work. 

1.8 The Bushfire Assessment and Net Gain Analysis was prepared in October 2012. It 

considered the bushfire characteristics of the study site, surrounding area, reviewed 

relevant bushfire planning documents for the local area as well as the relevant 

planning policy.  It went on to propose a site-specific response to bushfire risks that 

amended the proposal submitted in 2009.  

1.9 After submission of this comprehensive report the CFA responded with a letter (dated 

January 8, 2013) stating that “CFA is of the opinion that the rezoning satisfies broader 

strategic principles for managing rural residential growth in bushfire hazard 

environments in order to strengthening (sic) community resilience to bushfire and 

apply a precautionary approach in prioritising human life.” It went on to detail the 

following conditions pertaining to increased vegetation management to “ensure 

appropriate buffers are implemented between the building envelopes and adjoining 

bushland interface” 

i. The whole area of the defendable space, as identified in the Bushfire 

Assessment, be combined as a ‘single’ grouped defendable space and 

managed to CFA Inner Zone requirements on an on-going basis. 

ii. The area within 150 metres (or to the subject land property boundary) of 

the outer edge of the grouped ‘inner zone’ defendable space be managed 

to CFA Outer Zone requirements on an ongoing basis. 

iii. The Development Plan (and associated bushfire management plans) be 

revised to include the redesign of the subdivision to show vegetation 

management prescriptions as outlined in Conditions No. 1 & 2 above. 

1.10 The CFA requested “a single grouped defendable space” before the Strategic Advisory 

Committee in April 2014 and this is quite logical and reasonable.  It is clear that larger 

contiguous areas of fuel reduction are much safer as bushfires cannot maintain their 

strength or momentum through areas of low fuel levels.  We have often used the 

principle of clustering houses and creating overlapping fuel reduction zones in rural 

areas while balancing landscape and amenity objectives.  In this case it was possible to 

overlap many of the required fuel reduced buffers leaving larger blocks of bush 
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undisturbed in adjacent areas, shared across the extended or outward sections of 

proposed new titles.  However, in some cases small patches of unmanaged vegetation 

that could have helped bushfire spread across the site or might have been a significant 

source of radiant heat in a bushfire remained between clumps or lines of houses with 

overlapping fuel reduced buffers.  The new plan we helped develop, produced in 

November 2013, dealt with this issue by indicating the required fuel reduced buffers 

around proposed houses and linked them together by nominating strategic connecting 

areas for fuel reduction. 

1.11 Substantial agreement was made between all of the attending parties at the mediation 

workshop in April 2014. It was agreed between all the attendees that the principle of 

one large contiguous area of fuel reduction including all of the houses in the proposed 

development was required to ensure that the development could be implemented with 

the level of safety required under the planning scheme.  However, no discussion of the 

extra 150 m of fuel reduction included in earlier comments but not mentioned in their 

final submission to the panel was initiated by the CFA.  However, there was discussion 

regarding an additional 20-30 m or to the property boundary of defendable space in 

strategic areas.   

1.12 Practical Ecology developed a plan during the hearing process in Strategic Advisory 

Committee hearing in May 2014 that was consistent with the discussion at the 

mediation workshop and accepted by the CFA at the hearing (Bushfire Development 

Plan v30 dated 20 May 2014). It is provided at the end of this report. It amends the 

revised plan developed by the proponents following the mediation workshop (Tarran 

Valley Supporting Plan Amendment C36 v28) and adds: 

• Defendable space for BAL 19Defendable space for BAL 19Defendable space for BAL 19Defendable space for BAL 19: for simplicity a uniform 55 m has been added, 

however in some instances only 45 m may be strictly required 

• Grouped defendable spaceGrouped defendable spaceGrouped defendable spaceGrouped defendable space: this groups all of the area required for the BAL-19 

defendable space into one contiguous area 

• Additional defendable space: Additional defendable space: Additional defendable space: Additional defendable space: an additional 20 m or to the property boundary 

beyond the defendable space detailed in the two points above. 

1.13 The above terminology has been provided in the Bushfire Development Plan an effort 

to clarify the discussion. Previously Practical Ecology’s plan referred to a Fuel 

Management Zone which referred to an area of grouped defendable space. This may 

have led to confusion with similar sounding zones relating to fire management used 

by DEPI on public land, these being: Asset Protection Zone (APZ), Bushfire Moderation 

Zone (BMZ), Landscape Management Zone (LMZ), Planned Burning Exclusion Zone 

(PBEZ). 

2.2.2.2. Review of rReview of rReview of rReview of relevant planning provisionselevant planning provisionselevant planning provisionselevant planning provisions    

2.1 The key planning legislation this document seeks to respond to includes:  
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• Ministerial Direction Number 11 – Strategic assessment of amendments 

• Clause 13.05-1 Bushfire Planning Strategies and Principles, which provides a 

broad framework to assist and strengthen community resilience to bushfire 

• Clause 44.06 Bushfire Management Overlay and associated Clause 52.47 

Bushfire Protection Planning requirements with changes in July 2014  

• Clause 22.14 Wildfire Management seeks to ensure new development does not 

increase the level of fire risk and include adequate fire protection measures.  

2.2 All of the above planning requirements were considered in the development of the 

Bushfire Management Statement provided to support the proposed rezoning. It was 

found that the explicit requirements of the planning provisions could be met within 

the subdivision design. The larger issue of whether or not “the risk to human life, 

property and community infrastructure from bushfire can be reduced to an acceptable 

level” in the proposed rezoning is more difficult to determine because of the lack of 

clear definition and thresholds for the requirement. However, this statement will detail 

that the bushfire risks on the site can be adequately addressed and reduced to an 

acceptable level.  

2.3 It should be noted that policy guidance provided by the CFA relating to the 

implementation of the planning provisions has been revised since the original Bushfire 

Assessment was undertaken in 2012 (Planning for Bushfire: Guidelines for Meeting 

Victoria’s Bushfire Planning Requirements. Version 2). There has also been a relevant 

Practice Note released by DTPLI Practice Note 64 Local Planning for Bushfire Protection 

August 2013. These have been considered and addressed within this statement.  

2.4 It should also be noted that Clause 52.14 Bushfire Protection Planning was 

significantly revised in July 2014.  The main implication of this change was reduced 

fuel buffers and the elimination of inner and outer zones for one fuel reduced zone 

with consistent standards for the entire defendable space.  The Fire Danger Index (FDI) 

was reduced from 120, above the requirements of AS3959, to 100 or consistent with 

AS3959.  The change to the FDI means that the 50 m buffer defined in Version 30 of 

the Bushfire Development Plan is approximately 16% above more current 

requirements.  The adoption of one consistent standard for defendable space for all 

developments was already agreed as appropriate for the subject site in 2014.   

3.3.3.3. Whether the Whether the Whether the Whether the location of the site is appropriate for rural living location of the site is appropriate for rural living location of the site is appropriate for rural living location of the site is appropriate for rural living 

development given the significant bushfirdevelopment given the significant bushfirdevelopment given the significant bushfirdevelopment given the significant bushfire hazard in the wider e hazard in the wider e hazard in the wider e hazard in the wider 

landscapelandscapelandscapelandscape    

3.1 Practical Ecology found that the site is appropriate for rural living development as the 

bushfire risk can be reduced to an acceptable level.  A detailed site assessment is 

provided in our 2012 Bushfire Assessment and this will be summarised and updated 

against current planning policy and support material. 
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Site descriptionSite descriptionSite descriptionSite description    

3.2 The study site is located 2 kilometres south east of Maldon township. It is 

approximately 125ha and includes 24 Crown Allotments. The site is currently accessed 

by the sealed Castlemaine-Maldon Road with runs along the south-western boundary 

of the site. A secondary point of access is proposed via an extension of Boundary Road 

in the north-east of the site.  

3.3 The site is currently zoned Farming Zone (FZ). There is State Forest to the north, east 

and south of the site and mostly land zoned Farming Zone that is open or partially 

treed to the south and west.  

TopographyTopographyTopographyTopography    

3.4 The site contains Ordovician sedimentary soils and gently undulating topography, with 

altitude ranging from approximately 290 to 340 m a.s.l. The soils are old, leached of 

nutrients and typically have low permeability and fertility with shallow depth on the 

rises often with exposed rock. While there are various peaks and gullies across the site 

there are two pronounced gullies that run on the north-west and south-east 

boundaries of the site.  Between which, being the centre of the site, runs a low ridge.  

3.5 Almost all slopes are less than 10 degrees and the much of the site contains slopes of 

less than 5 degrees. There are some short, limited sections in the east of the site that 

approach 15 degrees. 

Vegetation and fuel loadsVegetation and fuel loadsVegetation and fuel loadsVegetation and fuel loads    

3.6 Approximately 32 ha of the subject land are open and consist of grassland with 

scattered trees. The remaining 93 ha is treed and consists of four Ecological 

Vegetation Classes (EVCs): EVC 61 Box Ironbark Forest (Depleted), EVC 22 Grassy Dry 

Forest (Depleted), EVC 47 Valley Grassy Forest (Vulnerable), and EVC 67 Alluvial 

Terraces Herb-rich Woodland (Endangered). The first two of these EVCs are the most 

widespread, with the latter two generally confined to the gullies. The remnant 

vegetation on site is typical of the Box-Ironbark forests on public land that adjoins the 

site and is widespread across the Goldfields region. 

3.7 As is common in Box-Ironbark vegetation, the entire site has suffered significant 

clearing and disturbance in the past as there are very few old trees present, most of 

which are confined to drainage lines. 

3.8 The bushland generally consists of open eucalypt canopy (i.e. less than 30%), sparse 

understorey comprised of scattered grasses, forbs and low sparse to moderate cover 

of sclerophyllous shrubs. It is consistent with ‘Woodland’ under the AS3959-2009 

classification system employed in the BMO. 

3.9 Due to the characteristic poor soils and low rainfall, fuel levels are limited. A typical 

assessment of the bushland areas would provide an overall fuel hazard as detailed in 

Hines et al. (2010) of ‘Moderate’, although some areas with ‘High’ level of near surface 
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fuels would give an overall fuel hazard of ‘High’. Table 1 provides indicate fuel hazard 

assessments for the site. 

Table 1.Table 1.Table 1.Table 1. Indicative overall fuel hazard assessment for Bushland on site 

Site description 
Typical fuel 

loads 

Higher near-

surface fuels in 

gullies  

Higher bark 

fuels due to 

stringybarks  

Canopy 
 

  

% cover1 30 30 30 

Ave. height canopy top (m) 12 12 12 

Ave. height canopy base (m) 7 7 7 

Estimated fuel load (t/ha)2 5 5 5 

Bark fuel 
 

  

Stringybark fuel hazard not present not present very high 

Ribbon bark fuel hazard not present not present not present 

Other bark fuel hazard high high high 

Bark fuel hazardBark fuel hazardBark fuel hazardBark fuel hazard    highhighhighhigh    highhighhighhigh    very highvery highvery highvery high    

Estimated fuel load (t/ha) 2 2 5 

Elevated fuel 
 

  

% cover 10 10 10 

% dead 20 20 20 

Ave. height (m) 1.5 1.5 1.5 

ElevatedElevatedElevatedElevated    fuel hazardfuel hazardfuel hazardfuel hazard    moderatemoderatemoderatemoderate    moderatemoderatemoderatemoderate    moderatemoderatemoderatemoderate    

Estimated fuel load (t/ha)    1 1 1 

Near-surface fuel 
 

  

% cover 15 60 15 

% dead 80 80 80 

Ave. height (cm) 10 10 10 

Near-surface fuel hazard moderate high moderate 

Surface fuel 
 

  

% cover 80 50 80 

Ave. depth (mm) 10-20 10-20 10-20 

Surface fuel hazard moderate moderate moderate 

Combined surface-near 

surface  
  

Combined surface hazardCombined surface hazardCombined surface hazardCombined surface hazard    moderatemoderatemoderatemoderate    highhighhighhigh    highhighhighhigh    

Estimated fuel load (t/ha)3 8 12 8 

Overall Fuel HazardOverall Fuel HazardOverall Fuel HazardOverall Fuel Hazard    moderatemoderatemoderatemoderate    moderatemoderatemoderatemoderate    moderatemoderatemoderatemoderate    

Total estimated fuel load 

(t/ha) 
16 20 19 

1.Canopy cover scored as projected foliage cover; other percentage covers recorded as per Hines et al. (2010) 

2. This value based on consideration that a well-developed eucalypt canopy in dry forest is 8t/ha (Kevin Tolhurst 

pers. comm.). 

3.The indicative surface fuel loads given in Hines et al. (2010) are used for the combined surface fuel hazard rating to 

give the most accurate load for these fuel layers (Kevin Tolhurst pers. comm.). 
 

3.10 The “woodland” vegetation classification used in the BMO rating assumes a fine fuel 

load of 15t/ha surface (i.e. all understorey but excluding canopy) and 25t/ha total (i.e. 

with canopy) (i.e. 15/25 t/ha). Assessments carried out by Practical Ecology Table 1 

indicate that the typical load across the site is 11/16 t/ha but may range up to 15/20 

t/ha.  Other sources suggest that the surface load in such vegetation is several tonnes 
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less with the Bushfire CRC (2009) suggesting that the surface fuel load in Box Ironbark 

forest is 10 t/ha and unpublished data by Kevin Tolhurst (2005) suggesting the 

surface fuel load is between 9 and 12 t/ha in such forests. 

Landscape riskLandscape riskLandscape riskLandscape risk    

3.11 Since Practical Ecology’s initial Bushfire Assessment was undertaken in 2012 the CFA 

have released Planning for Bushfire Victoria – Guidelines for Meeting Victoria’s Bushfire 

Planning Requirements. It provides specific detail on considering landscape risk under 

Clause 52.47-3 Location Objective and the relevant standard BF3: “Development 

should avoid locations where the risk to life, property and community infrastructure 

from bushfire cannot be reduced to an acceptable level through bushfire protection 

measures.” 

3.12 Clause 52.47-3 also provides the following decision guidelines: 

• The characteristics of the bushfire hazard including the type, area and location 

of vegetation 

• The topography of the land and its potential impact on the intensity and 

severity of bushfire 

• The likely bushfire behaviour at both the local and broader scale 

• Access and egress both to the site and within the site 

• The proximity of the site to established urban or township areas 

• The impact of bushfire protection objectives under the Bushfire Management 

Overlay and any schedule to the overlay on the level of risk. 

3.13 To assist the implementation of the decision guidelines Planning for Bushfire Victoria 

(CFA 2012) provides example landscape scenarios to consider landscape risk and how 

this may affect the application of the standards within Clause 52.47 of the planning 

scheme, including the defendable space determination as derived from AS3959-2009 

Construction of buildings in bushfire-prone areas. The intention being to consider if 

the inherent assumptions and inputs of the models adequately reflect the particular 

landscape circumstance in question and hence if the protection measures within 52.47 

will reduce the risk to an acceptable level and thus met the objectives of Clause 13.05.  

3.14 Four landscape scenarios are presented and these are shown in Figure 1 below (CFA 

2012). 
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Figure 1.Figure 1.Figure 1.Figure 1. Landscape scenarios from Planning for Bushfire Victoria (CFA 2012) 

3.15 The landscape around Tarran Valley includes areas best assessed as landscape 

scenarios A or B. It has an absence of conditions required to generate ‘fire storms’ or 

the more extreme fire behaviour detailed in Scenario C and D. Conditions in the 

surrounding landscape include: 

• woodland vegetation with moderate fuel loads  

• relatively benign undulating topography with slopes rarely exceeding 10 degrees 
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• moderate to low level of connected bushland from the most high risk fire-weather 

wind directions being the north through to south-west; and a higher level of 

connectivity from the lesser risk fire-weather wind directions: north-east through to 

south 

• good access and egress to established urban and township areas. 

3.16 Landscape scenario A occurs where there is benign topography and moderate 

continuous fuels enabling a steady rate of spread to develop and severe convective 

winds are unlikely. These conditions are consistent with the assumptions of Clause 

52.47 and the associated AS3959-2009 and describe the bushland areas surrounding 

the site. AS3959-2009 is based on a clear and abrupt interface with bushland, such as 

would occur on the outer perimeter of the site. It is also worth considering that the 

interface areas would also be potentially exposed to fuel sources from the built 

environment which is discussed in Landscape Scenario B.  The site is likely currently 

classifiable as Landscape scenario A. 

3.17 Landscape Scenario B occurs in established urban areas that are in close proximity to 

bushland. Here burning elements are predominantly from the urban landscape such as 

buildings, fences, sheds, and clumps of vegetation. Here there is no fire-front per se 

as assumed in AS3959-2009 but rather a number of fires and separate distinct fuel 

sources due to ignition from airborne embers and fire-brands that have resulted from 

near-by bushfire. These sources can provide significant radiant heat and may result in 

fires spreading from house to house. These conditions could occur in the more 

developed areas of the site. Management of fuels in the urban environment including 

landscape design around dwellings and building standards such as AS3959-20090 are 

essential in managing this risk. If the site is developed according to the latest 

development it is likely that it would be classifiable as Landscape scenario B. 

3.18 Given the landscape considerations convective energy will be limited and hence the 

associated impacts with a ‘firestorm’ including extensive pyrocumulous formation and 

cyclonic fire-driven winds are not a feature of bushfires in the surrounding landscape.  

3.19 The Municipal Fire Management Plan (Mount Alexander Shire Municipal Fire 

Management Planning Committee 2012) presents modelled fire intensity and inferred 

fire management thresholds across the Maldon area under a ‘severe’ fire danger 

rating. It indicates that much of the site and adjacent area face intensities of 4,000 -

10, 000 kW/m a range within which flank attack and asset protection are feasible. To 

the north, east and south are large areas modelled to exceed 30,000 kW/m and 

subsequentially traditional fire-fighting is not possible. 

3.20 Infomation for Extreme and Code Red days are not detailed in the MFMP. Table 2 

below uses the weather data from the Bendigo Black Saturday fire (taken from Bushfire 

CRC (2009)) to provide predicted fire behaviour in the surrounding landscape using 

the McArthur FFDM (McArthur Mk V). Note that the slope is considered flat and fires 

would be more intense travelling uphill. 
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Table 2.Table 2.Table 2.Table 2. Flame height, spotting distance and fireline intensity predictions using McArthur FFDM under 

Black Saturday conditions in Bendigo. 

Air 

Temp 

(oC) 

Relative 

Humid 

(%) 

Wind 

Dir 

Wind 

Speed 

(km/h) 

Drought 

Factor 

KBDI or 

SDI 

Wind 

Reduct'n  

Factor 

Fine Fuel 

Load 

(t/ha) 

FDI 
Flame 

Ht (m) 

Spotting 

Distance 

(m) 

Fireline 

Intensity 

(kW/m) 

44 8 330 35 10 150 3 10 94 15 3983 5844 

3.21 At a flame height of 15m it is expected that some canopy would be consumed in the 

fire.  However, given the open canopy and the generally low levels of elevated fuels it 

is difficult to maintain a canopy fire in Box-Ironbark forests that dictates fire 

behaviour and contributes to fire spread. 

3.22 Spotting is a feature of fires in Box-Ironbark forests, with spotting occurring up to 

4km away during the Maiden Gully fire on Black Saturday (Gilmore 2009). Ironbarks 

provide little potential for spotting however Box eucalypts and particularly Red 

Stringybark contribute significantly to spotting behaviour. 

3.23 Another consideration of fire behaviour is residency time due to the burning of coarse 

fuels. Given the young age and poor growing conditions of the forests around Bendigo 

and the site there is very little coarse fuel in the landscape. Hence, residency time for 

fire is limited and the fire behaviour exhibits a short pulse of high intensity behaviour 

that decreases rapidly to low intensity levels following the burn-out of fine fuels. 

Strategic bushfire planning contextStrategic bushfire planning contextStrategic bushfire planning contextStrategic bushfire planning context    

3.24 The Regional Bushfire Planning Assessment (DPCD 2012) indicates the Tarran Valley 

site adjoins the south-east of area 53-002 which is identified as small lots in or close 

to hazard (0 – 0.4ha) and the urban / bushfire hazard interface (53-017). Identifier 

53-018 identifies the intent of the Township Structure Plan to extend the township as 

an area of Rural Living into the study site. 

3.25 The Regional Strategic Fire Management Plan (Loddon Mallee Regional Strategic Fire 

Management Planning Committee 2011) details that the Municipality has 13 

communities and 31 special fire protection sites rated Extreme or Very High risk in the 

VFRR. Most of these are in the Extreme category.  The Maldon township is rated an 

Extreme risk by Victorian Fire Risk Register for human settlement, as is Maldon 

Caravan Park; and that Maldon Hospital and Maldon Primary School are both rated 

Very High risk.  Two significant fires have affected Maldon in 1969 and 1989; 3 and 12 

houses where lost respectively but there was no loss of human life. 

3.26 The Municipal Fire Management Plan (Mount Alexander Shire Municipal Fire 

Management Planning Committee 2012) identifies that Maldon faces the following 

risks associated with bushfire: loss of human life; loss of or damage to property; loss 

of or damage to water infrastructure and supply; loss of community infrastructure that 

supports social connectedness; reduced economic viability and long-term 

sustainability; loss of significant cultural, social and natural assets.  The MFMP seeks 

to provide a wide range of treatments to address these risks which include:  
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• Community education treatments; 

• Environmental management treatments; 

• Hazard reduction treatments; 

• Ignition management treatments; 

• Preparedness treatments; and 

• Regulatory treatments. 

3.27 There are no particular treatments in the MFMP identified for the proposed 

development site.  

3.28 DSE (now DELWP) Fire Operations Plan (DSE 2012) shows that the adjoining bushland is 

zoned Landscape Management Zone (LMZ). Asset Protection Zones occur to the north 

and west of the study site, and encompass much of the bushland immediately around 

Maldon, including large areas of bushland around Mt Tarrengower.  It is expected that 

where possible the areas of APZ surrounding Maldon will be subject to frequent 

prescribed burning to manage fuel loads.  To the north of Maldon is a Bushfire 

Moderation Zone (BMZ), additional areas of BMZ occur along Castlemaine-Maldon 

road.  There is also a large strip of BMZ through bushland further south. The 

remaining public land is Landscape Management Zone (LMZ).  

3.29 The proposal will place dwellings within or on cleared land at the periphery of the 

forest interface.  It will adjoin rural residential development to the south-west, west 

and north.  The development site is typical of land surrounding Maldon and there are 

few areas, if any, available where development of this scale and nature will not face 

similar conditions and subsequent bushfire risk.  It is reasonable to assume the 

existing analysis of the Maldon township in the strategic bushfire framework (RBPA, 

LMRSFMP, MFMP) is applicable to the proposed study site. 

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    

3.30 In consideration as to whether the location of the site is appropriate for rural living 

development given the significant bushfire hazard in the wider landscape Practical 

Ecology has considered the nature of the landscape including the factors that influence 

fire behaviour and the potential impact on life and property. 

3.31 There is an absence of detail from planning authorities regarding a metric or scale for 

considering what an acceptable level of risk from bushfire is at the re-zoning level. 

Practical Ecology has employed the considerations of assessing an acceptable risk at 

the subdivision and building permit stage within the planning scheme and supporting 

documentation. We have also considered the broader bushfire risk management 

framework detailed in various relevant government policies and documents. 
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3.32 We have found that while a significant risk could exist for a rural residential 

development at the site, the level is not outside the acceptable parameters used within 

the planning scheme or contrary to the strategic bushfire risk management framework 

in place.  Development at this site can also mitigate the fire risk to nearby and 

adjacent properties and the Maldon township as a whole by providing more bushfire 

resilient and secure land management at the interface between bushland and 

residential development than currently exists. 

4.4.4.4. The most suitable fireThe most suitable fireThe most suitable fireThe most suitable fire    riskriskriskrisk    management regime for the management regime for the management regime for the management regime for the 

sitesitesitesite    

Subdivision Subdivision Subdivision Subdivision layoutlayoutlayoutlayout    

4.1 Clause 52.47-4 provides siting and layout objectives and standards for development, 

these include: 

• Minimise the bushfire risk having regard to slope, access, aspect, orientation 

and vegetation.  

• Avoid or minimize the removal of vegetation. 

• Site new buildings as far from the bushfire hazard as practicable.  

• Minimise the need for long access and egress routes through areas of bushfire 

hazard and locate habitable buildings as close as practicable to property 

entrances. 

• Provide safe access and egress for emergency services. 

4.2 Planning for Bushfire Victoria (CFA 2012) provides further detail on how these should 

be applied at the subdivision level. Subdivision layout and design guidelines to 

minimise the bushfire risk include: 

• Group development to areas of low fuel away from the bushfire hazard 

• Minimise the extent of the perimeter of a subdivision exposed to the hazard by 

employing a simple consolidated subdivision design 

• Provide clear separation from the bushfire hazard through the use of perimeter 

roads and other low-fuel treatments 

• Ensure defendable space is provided and is managed appropriately 

• Ensure access and egress is sufficient by limiting length and avoiding travel 

adjacent or through the bushfire hazard 
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4.3 The design plan as provided in our 2012 report Bushfire Development Plan v1 dated 

10/10/2012 effects these guidelines through the following considerations: 

i. Placement of lots to avoid the most densely, continuous and steeply 

sloping bushland of the site 

ii. Consolidating most of the development in the open low fuel areas of the 

site 

iii. Employing perimeter roads around the areas of most dense development 

and elsewhere where lots include bushland areas placing dwellings in close 

proximity to roads 

iv. Lots have been aligned and designed to ensure that BAL-19 levels can be 

achieved for all building envelopes 

v. Building envelopes and areas of fuel management have been grouped to 

ensure greater protection by providing large continuous areas of 

defendable space 

vi. Existing fuels across the site are relatively low and where fuel management 

is required slopes are manageable. 

vii. Where defendable space for BAL-19 falls across lot boundaries they will 

link with and share the defendable space required for the adjacent dwelling 

or utilise low fuel areas provided by proposed and existing roads. 

viii. Building envelopes are most dense in areas without remnant vegetation and 

elsewhere have been placed in the lower quality areas of vegetation 

including avoidance of areas identified as Very High conservation 

significance 

ix. Roads have been designed to minimise length and need for long access 

and egress routes 

x. A bridge is proposed to be installed along Boundary Road to provide for 

two points of access and egress to and from the site 

xi. Where dead-end roads have been used lots have been located to minimise 

length and service no more than 5 lots 

xii. Building envelopes have been located to the front of allotments to avoid the 

need for long access routes and driveways  

4.4 The CFA’s submission to the Bushfire Advisory Committee requested that in order to 

reduce the risk to an acceptable level a more rounded edge to the subdivision should 

be achieved through the consolidation of lots 6, 32, 33, 40, 41 & 42 with the 

remaining lots. 
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4.5 It is acknowledged that the consolidation of these lots would have the subdivision 

adhere more closely to the layout principles listed above by limiting the extent of the 

subdivisions perimeter that is exposed to the bushfire interface. It is worth noting, this 

modification does not explicitly relate to the standards within Clause 52.47. 

4.6 Furthermore consolidation of lots 6, 42, 41 and 40 with other lots is problematic as 

those are isolated by a road reserve from the rest of the subject site. Hence the 

removal of all dwellings from this area would result in an unoccupied and potentially 

unmanaged piece of land within the subdivision where defendable space wouldn’t be 

maintained.  Placing houses in close proximity to each other is necessary to share 

defendable space, make them safer and avoid clearing native vegetation.  

4.7 The standards under 52.47-1 detail that access and egress must meet the 

requirements of the relevant fire authority. Guidelines for access and egress, as 

stipulated by the CFA, have been updated with the release of Planning for Bushfire 

Victoria since Practical Ecology’s initial Bushfire Assessment. A new provision has been 

included that stipulates that dead-end roads are not to exceed 200 m in length. 

4.8 The 2012 Bushfire Development Plan included two dead-end roads: one services lots 

6, 42, 41 and 40 and the other, lots 31 to 35.  These roads are approximately 380 m 

long.  To meet the current guidelines, these roads would need to be shorted and 

subsequently the more distant lots (e.g. 6, 32 and 33) would need to be removed or 

redesigned.  

4.9 Such revision has taken place in the most recent plan (Bushfire Development Plan v30 

dated 14 May 2015) that has resulted from discussions in the pre-hearing workshop 

and during the hearings in May 2014.  Practical Ecology supports the layout in this 

plan and believes it addresses the concerns above. 

Determining defendable spaceDetermining defendable spaceDetermining defendable spaceDetermining defendable space    

4.10 Defendable space has been calculated through the application of Clause 52.47.  The 

FFDI used to calculate defendable space in Clause 52.47 is assumed to be 120.  This is 

not to suggest that the FFDI will not exceed this limit; rather that this is the limit 

considered acceptable by planning authorities.  For instance, the peak FFDI predicted 

for a nearby weather station, Bendigo Airport was 142 on Black Saturday (Teague et al. 

2009); the highest actually recorded on that day was 120 (Bushfire CRC 2009). 

4.11 The other inputs into determining the defendable space in Clause 52.47 are vegetation 

type and slope.  As discussed above (from paragraph 3.6) the vegetation type that has 

been assigned is Woodland.  This likely provides an over-estimation of the fuel load at 

the site. 

4.12 Clause 52.47-1 stipulates that subdivision of 10 or more lots should provide 

defendable space to achieve a BAL of 19 or less.  As such the subdivision design 

incorporates the defendable space to achieve this standard. 
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4.13 After review of Practical Ecology’s 2012 Bushfire Assessment, CFA responded with a 

letter (dated January 8, 2013) that detailed conditions pertaining to increased 

vegetation management to ensure appropriate buffers are implemented between the 

building envelopes and adjoining bushland interface.  This included the requirement 

for 150 m of fuel reduced area beyond the defendable space required for BAL-19. 

4.14 Following ongoing communication with the CFA, in association with the proponents, 

Practical Ecology prepared revised Bushfire Development Plan (BDP) v.03 7/11/2013 

for discussion with the CFA.  This included slight changes to layout through the 

addition of one lot and the spreading of building footprints to provide less overlap of 

defendable space and more area in total.  

4.15 The plan resulted in: 

• Identifying defendable space for BAL 19 (45 or 55 m) depending on the siting 

of the lot being within slopes 0-5 degrees or 5-10 degrees. 

• The areas required for BAL 19 defendable space grouped to create one 

connecting area of defendable space to be managed as inner zone across the 

whole development. 

• An additional area of outer zone to the subject land boundary along much of 

the west and south-west perimeter, and some of the northern perimeter of the 

site.  

• An additional area of outer zone for 20 or 30 m on the eastern/south-eastern 

edge of the development depending on the adjacent woodland vegetation 

being upslope or downslope.  

4.16 In the CFA’s submission to the previous Committee they provided conditional support 

to the above Plan.  The amendment being the consolidation of the lots discussed 

above.  However they indicates that the inner zone is a uniform 50 m rather than the 

45 to 55 m that occurs in the plan. 

4.17 The increase in defendable space requirements had been recently considered by 

Planning Panels Victoria in Amendment C190. In that instance the Panel found no 

merit in the planning scheme in increasing the defendable space beyond that required 

in Clause 52.47. 

4.18 While Practical Ecology believes there is no clear basis within the planning scheme in 

increasing the defendable space beyond BAL 19 requirements, it also believes there is 

merit in doing so in relevant circumstances. 

4.19 AS3959-2009 provides a system to determine the level of bushfire attack by 

determining the radiant heat generated by a bushfire and then considering the 

intensity of radiant heat a building is to be exposed too at certain distances from the 

bushfire. The BMO uses this system to prescribe the extent of defendable space; which 
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is the separation required by a building from a potential bushfire to achieve a 

predicated radiant heat exposure. 

4.20 AS3959-2009 is a document that has been developed through majority agreement of 

a committee (FP-020) constituted of representatives from a range of perspectives 

including fire safety organisation and building industry representatives. Hence it 

should not be considered to be entirely science driven but presents a compromise 

between a range of interest bodies to achieve and accepted outcome. Notably CSIRO 

who were originally instrumental in the development of the science behind the 

Standard are no longer represented on the committee and did not have input on the 

latest amendment to the Standard. 

4.21 AS3959-2009 should not be considered a fool-proof response for a building to 

survive a bushfire.  For instance, it does not consider potential for wind to impact the 

superficial integrity of a building and then enable other mechanisms (embers, radiant 

heat and flames) to impact the building. Ignition of houses from fuel sources other 

than classified vegetation e.g. adjacent non-classified vegetation, adjacent properties, 

fences, cars etc. is not considered by the Standard and may result in a significantly 

greater exposure than the modelled bushfire.  

4.22 Other measures in the Standard, generally those relating to materials and building 

design, appear driven by the constituent building industries that were part responsible 

for its development.  For instance, at the BAL12.5 range of bushfire intensities timber 

should not ignite due to radiant heat from bushfire front; however radiant heat from 

the bushfire front in addition to radiant heat from other fuels (e.g. debris and 

vegetation adjacent house) due to ignition from embers may cause timber ignition and 

facilitate flame spread.  In an effort to address this, some situations where there is 

increased potential for this to occur are regulated at BAL12.5.  However, the Standard 

addresses it by using timber species with a density of 750kg/m3 and yet density is not 

an adequate measure to assess the propensity of a timber to ignite or support flames.  

These timbers are also used in BAL 19 yet they are not tested to be resistant to this 

level of radiant heat. 

4.23 Hence there may be a reasonable basis from a bushfire safety perspective on 

increasing the defendable space requirements beyond that in AS3959 or amending 

building practices to address the weaknesses in AS3959.  The BMO as it was prior to 

July 2014 did the former by considering higher risk fire-weather conditions than that 

provided for in AS3959-2009 by increasing the FDI to 120 rather than 100 

(Department for Planning and Community Development 2012) (Douglas 2011). It also 

increases the flame temperature from 1090 K to 1200 K to more accurately reflect 

bushfire conditions. This results in an increase in defendable space beyond that 

required by the Standard.  However, in July 2014 the BMO was changed back to an FDI 

of 100 so that the strict requirements for defendable space are now less than 45 to 55 

m on the site. This means that some lessening of the defendable space is possible or 

the existing could remain and can be viewed as extra measures above current 

requirements in 2015. 
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4.24 Other reasons to increase the defendable space may be that vegetation fuel loads are 

beyond that assumed in AS3959-2009 or slopes are greater than those anticipated. 

Practical Ecology believes there is little merit for either of these cases in regards to the 

subject site. 

4.25 The BMO and the CFA through Planning for Bushfire Victoria provides vegetation 

management standards for defendable space (i.e. the separation required from 

vegetation classified in the Standard) and seeks to achieve separation of dwellings 

from unregulated buildings such as sheds. These measures address some of the 

potential for radiant heat from the landscaping and the built environment to 

compromise the integrity of buildings during a bushfire event. 

4.26 There is potential that increasing the defendable space beyond the BMO requirements 

may provide benefits to address shortcomings within AS3959-2009. Increased 

defendable space can allow for safer access and egress, and aid active defence and 

suppression of dwellings. It can also provide for the potential for a safe place to 

shelter following the passage of the bushfire front if the building has become 

untenable.  

4.27 Grouping the defendable space into one consolidated area has merit in addressing 

these issues. This is shown in the attached plan as “grouped defendable space”. 

4.28 The portions of “additional defendable space“ provide less comparative benefit.  

4.29 The prime benefit in the 20 m of additional defendable space for the lots on the 

south-eastern edge of the development would be in reducing the level of radiant heat 

exposure to dwellings; it is likely to add little benefit in regards to access, refuge or 

assisting suppression efforts. It is detailed above that there are weaknesses within the 

building standard across all BAL levels, including issues particular to both BAL 12 and 

BAL 19 levels, increasing the defendable space will not necessarily address these 

concerns as they are more specifically related to the building material and design. 

Furthermore, given that the use of AS3959-2009 and the associated defendable space 

in the BMO is accepted as reducing the risk of building ignition to an acceptable level 

elsewhere in the planning scheme, it is inconsistent to not accept it here. As such we 

are in agreement with Amendment C190 panel’s findings that if the CFA seek the 

addition of such areas of defendable space it should do so by amendment to the 

planning scheme and provide a clearly reasoned and transparent basis for determining 

their extent and circumstances for implementation.    

4.30 As discussed above the requirements for defendable space were slightly reduced with 

changes to Clause 52.47 in July 2014.  This means that dwellings could currently be 

built with slightly less defendable space than those mapped in Version 30 of the 

Bushfire Development Plan as accepted by the Bushfire Advisory Committee in 2014.  

This change could precipitate some changes in that plan without changing the 

bushfire risks to future residents as many of the circles of defendable space overlap 

significantly.  However, in a few cases the circles of defendable space just meet so 

larger defendable spaces would need to be maintained in some cases to meet extra 
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measures considered for this specific development.  Measures above the strict 

defendable space required for each house were incorporated, most significantly the 

overlapping defendable space and extra buffers creating one large contiguous 

defendable space, and would need to be maintained. 

4.31 The defendable space requirements for each dwelling in the tentative development 

plan (version 30) exceed the current standards required in Clause 52.47.  With current 

requirements the defendable space for each dwelling could be reduced slightly 

creating an opportunity to slightly reduce native vegetation losses.  However, other 

extra measures, such as the strategic fuel reduced areas beyond the dwelling circles 

added to create one contiguous defendable space would need to be retained to reduce 

bushfire risks adequately.  

DefendDefendDefendDefendable space management standardsable space management standardsable space management standardsable space management standards    

4.32 The CFA provides guidelines for how defendable space should be managed. The most 

recent of these are provided within Planning for Bushfire Victoria (CFA 2012) which 

defines standards for the inner and outer zones that contribute to defendable space. 

Practical Ecology’s Bushfire Assessment from 2012 adopted the CFA guidelines current 

at that time; these were largely consistent with the more recent guidelines in Planning 

for Bushfire Victoria. 

4.33 These standards largely relate to the vegetation conditions within the defendable 

space, although there is guidance relating to incorporating non-flammable 

landscaping features (e.g. driveways, tennis courts) within the defendable space and 

that flammable objects (e.g. fences, doormats, firewood stacks) and should not be in 

close proximity to the building. 

4.34 Fuel other then vegetation can have a major impact on a building’s potential to survive 

a bushfire.  Wooden fences, cars, caravans, gas bottles and other materials may impart 

more flame contact and radiant heat than a bushfire itself. It is important that 

defendable space is managed so that all potential fuels do not compromise its intent. 

4.35 In regards to vegetation management standards within the defendable space Practical 

Ecology believes the CFA’s previous submission the Bushfire Advisory Committee in 

2014 to be excessive in the extent of the inner zone (i.e. that it incorporates all areas 

as shown in the November 2013 Plan).  The main consideration being the tree canopy 

standards.   

4.36 The inner zone requires “tree canopy separation of 2 metres [presumably the gap 

between tree canopies] and an overall canopy cover of no more than 15% at maturity”. 

Putting aside the difficulty in determining exactly what is meant by this guideline (e.g. 

what is meant by maturity), extending the inner zone tree canopy requirement across 

all of this space would be excessively onerous and provide insignificant benefit in 

impacting fire behaviour once understorey fuels have been managed (including the 

removal of tree branches below 2 m). It may in fact increase risk by removing the 
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potential for tree canopies to act as an ember trap and reduce wind speeds around 

dwellings. Contrary to this, Red Stringybark also has the potential to increase ember 

density and radiant heat, especially if they are in high density to close proximity to 

dwelling, which would not be the case with the current development plan. 

4.37 Extending the inner zone tree canopy standards beyond that required in the BMO 

would be unnecessary. This is in part due to the lack of evidence in its role in reducing 

bushfire attack severity at dwellings and also the onerous task of implementing, 

maintaining and monitoring these standards. Furthermore this will limit the impacts to 

landscape and ecological values.  

4.38 Outer zone tree canopy guidelines are for a tree canopy of no more than 30%. This is a 

significantly less onerous requirement and could be achieved relatively easily on this 

site by the removal of coppicing and young trees. 

4.39 Aside from the tree canopy considerations, the distinctions between the inner and 

outer zone management standards are otherwise less significant. The other main 

differences relate to grass height (5 cm opposed to 10 cm) and the density of shrubs. 

In terms of the practical management it is likely landowners will more or less provide 

one land management regime – slashing of the groundlayer, within the space available 

following the initial removal of trees and shrubs.  

4.40 Council expressed a view in the workshop prior to the previous Committee hearing 

that simplification of vegetation management standards within the defendable space is 

desirable. Practical Ecology would be hesitant if this resulted in the need for the 

extensive removal of tree canopy. We rather believe the use of standard distances e.g. 

an inner zone of 40 m or to property boundaries and outer zone elsewhere would best 

provide this simplification. Closely looking at the wording of the standards of 

management currently provided by CFA, to ensure they are as clear and concise as 

possible, would also aid in their application.   

4.41 The above points were made in relation to the issue of defendable space management 

proposed by the CFA to the Bushfire Advisory Committee in 2014.  The CFA proposed 

at that point that the then Inner Zone Standard should be applied across the entire 

inner and outer zone that were then required under the BMO.  The respective 

standards for Inner and Outer Zone was 15% and 30% canopy cover respectively.  My 

submission in 2014 was that this proposal would increase the impacts of the 

development on ecological values while not necessarily decreasing the bushfire risk 

significantly given the substantial measures that would be implemented on the site. 

4.42 The current requirements of Clause 54.27 are that there be one consistent zone of 

defendable space with separation in the canopy with CFA policy now stating that a 5 m 

separation needs to be achieved within the canopy to reduce the risk of a fire 

spreading through the canopy.  Firstly, fires are unlikely to affect the canopy if there is 

minimal fine fuel underneath the canopy, which should continue to be the standard to 

be achieved according to CFA guidelines and the wording of Clause 52.47.  Secondly, 

canopy separation is a good measure to implement to some degree but I would 
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recommend a more site-specific measure that meets the same standard of canopy 

separation required by the CFA.  For example, it could be detailed that existing canopy 

trees would be substantially retained in the overall defendable space but that strategic 

areas of canopy separation must be achieved through minimal tree removal; this 

should result in minimal loss of the overall canopy across the developed portions of 

the site. 

Access and WaterAccess and WaterAccess and WaterAccess and Water    

4.43 As detailed above access and water will be consistent with CFA requirements detailed 

in Planning for Bushfire Victoria (CFA 2012) and Preferred Requirement: Water Supplies 

and Access for Subdivisions in Rural Zones (CFA 2006).  This will include 

• The provision of reticulated water supply to all lots, and hydrant access points 

• The provision of a 10,000L static water supply solely for the purposes of 

firefighting for each lot. 

Power supplyPower supplyPower supplyPower supply    

4.44 I am informed that below-ground or aerial bundled power supply will be used within 

the subdivision.  This will result in increased fire safety compared with traditional 

aerial transmission lines. 

Native vegetation offsetsNative vegetation offsetsNative vegetation offsetsNative vegetation offsets    

4.45 There is potential for the placement of native vegetation offsets within the subdivision 

on larger blocks created where native vegetation occurs beyond the proposed 

contiguous area of defendable space incorporating all proposed dwelling sites.  

4.46 CFA guidelines state that (CFA 2012) “any revegetation or native vegetation offsets 

within the 150 metre BMO assessment area should not:  

• alter the predominant vegetation class that has been used to calculate 

defendable space and level of bushfire attack  

• prevent defendable space from being established and maintained  

• have an impact on the defendable space of existing adjacent development (in 

the same or separate ownership. 

4.47 Any native vegetation offsets would be located outside of the required defendable 

spaces and will be consolidated in large blocks rather than distributed throughout the 

site. Some of the possible offsets could be within 150 m of dwellings. However, they 

would not significantly alter the nature of the vegetation or the associated bushfire 

hazard as the management required for an offset will be quite similar to the current 

management regime of non-interference. The Box-Ironbark Forest and Grassy Dry 
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Forest that would be managed as offsets has inherently limited capacity for generating 

significant fuel loads and it is likely that current fuel loads would continue if the larger 

blocks of bush were managed as native vegetation offsets. 

4.48 One consideration is that any management within these areas would need to be 

undertaken for ecological purposes.  This would include any planned burning regime.  

As yet it is unclear as to what if any planned burning regime will be enacted in the 

retained areas of private bushland.  

4.49 Planned burning regimes on private land would largely be dependent on the owners.  

Having native vegetation offsets on the private land may result in more planned 

burning due to the need to burn for ecological purposes than would otherwise occur.  

It could also result in a decreased level of burning that would otherwise occur under 

private owners who would burn more regularly than ecologically desirable.  On balance 

the inclusion of native vegetation offsets within the site would not significantly affect 

the long term fire risk at the site.   

5.5.5.5. Can Can Can Can the the the the fuel management fuel management fuel management fuel management regime regime regime regime be effectivbe effectivbe effectivbe effectively maintained in the long ely maintained in the long ely maintained in the long ely maintained in the long 

termtermtermterm    by the future ownersby the future ownersby the future ownersby the future owners    

5.1 Under the current layout and the regime detailed above it could be relatively easily 

maintained in the long term. The use of section 173 Agreements to attach Land 

Management Plans that clearly articulate the land management rights and 

responsibilities of land-owners including the location of dwellings and the extent of 

defendable space, water supply, access requirements and bushland conservation areas 

would be the most secure way to achieve this. 

5.2 The regime does not require fuel load management beyond the bounds of the subject 

land. Although some areas of public land within it such as roadsides would require 

ongoing management. 

5.3 While the extent of vegetation management proposed should not be underestimated, 

it can be practically implemented and is an appropriate necessity in rural living. The 

land proposed for fuel reduction is easily accessible and generally with minimal areas 

of substantial vegetation cover beyond recent eucalyptus regeneration at present. In 

addition, many of the land holders will undoubtedly readily accept the requirements 

for ongoing fuel reduction as it will integrate well with other typical rural residential 

land uses, including grazing domestic stock and small scale horticulture. 

5.4 DEPI (now DELWP) indicated a preference for the initial work in establishing the 

defendable space to be undertaken by the proponent. The proponent is in agreement 

with this. Once the standard has been initially achieved, land occupiers will need to 

undertake routine maintenance to ensure ongoing compliance during the fire risk 

period. This will generally be a slashing regime that is undertaken at the start of the 

season and then applied as appropriate to growing conditions which is likely to be one 

to three times more over the course of the season. Furthermore while areas may be 

significant (e.g. 1 ha) they are not excessively large to prevent implementation. Most 
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buyers will readily accept that the work required is necessary for the lifestyle they have 

chosen. This is especially so given the other uses that are likely to take place on the 

land such as grazing by horses or other stock that will do much of the work for them. 

6.6.6.6. Will Will Will Will surrounding bushland surrounding bushland surrounding bushland surrounding bushland on public landon public landon public landon public land    adjoining the site need to beadjoining the site need to beadjoining the site need to beadjoining the site need to be    

managed managed managed managed differently if the proposed amendment is approveddifferently if the proposed amendment is approveddifferently if the proposed amendment is approveddifferently if the proposed amendment is approved    

6.1 The bushland adjoining the site includes private and public land. On the private land it 

is not expected that there will be any need to amend management practices due to the 

development. The lots are laid out so that the required fuel buffers are within the titles 

where new homes would be placed or on adjacent private land where other homes 

occur. There is generally a significant distance between the proposed building 

envelopes and bushland on private and public land. The latest version of the tentative 

development plan, removing blocks on the north-eastern and south-eastern dead end 

roads, create even more distance between future assets needing protection and 

bushland on private and public land. The subdivision was designed to minimise fire 

risks by clustering dwellings in already disturbed areas distant from large blocks of 

bushland that represent a significant fuel hazard and meeting that requirement 

creates the distance required to prevent any need to change the management of 

bushland around the site. 

6.2 DELWP is the responsible authority for managing public land, and are best served to 

respond to this question. 

6.3 However, we would note that the regime does not require management beyond the 

bounds of the subject land, including any fuel reduction burning to achieve an 

acceptable level of fire risk under the requirements of the planning scheme.  

7.7.7.7. Is itIs itIs itIs it    acceptableacceptableacceptableacceptable    to remove the native vegetation to remove the native vegetation to remove the native vegetation to remove the native vegetation under the Mount under the Mount under the Mount under the Mount 

Alexander PlanniAlexander PlanniAlexander PlanniAlexander Planning Schemeng Schemeng Schemeng Scheme    and where would offsets be obtainedand where would offsets be obtainedand where would offsets be obtainedand where would offsets be obtained    

7.1 Practical Ecology did a Net Gain Analysis for the site in 2012, which initially involved 

minimising ecological impacts while achieving an appropriate fire management 

outcome. As such the layout which dictates the location of defendable space has been 

carefully considered throughout the process.  The native vegetation to be removed is 

mostly scattered trees and recent regeneration in old grazing paddocks and the 

fringes of blocks of forest with the larger blocks of forest and habitat left undisturbed.  

The centre of the site where most of the native vegetation clearing would occur is 

formerly cleared land that had been grazed by domestic stock for many years and 

significant regeneration of young eucalypts is occurring; these areas still meet the 

criteria as habitat zones but are the poorest quality areas on the site.  The south 

facing slope that would have Lots 25 to 33 placed is better quality remnant Box-

Ironbark Forest but only a narrow strip would be cleared and could be less if current 

defendable space standards under Clause 52.47 are used. 
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7.2 I am informed that all lots besides 35 and 42 would be connected to sewer removing 

the need for effluent fields.  This measure won’t necessarily reduce the native 

vegetation cleared as it was assumed that all effluent fields would be in the defendable 

space around each dwelling where it was assumed that 100% of native vegetation 

would occur for calculation purposes.  However, it will create an opportunity to 

manage the defendable space in some cases with less environmental impacts as native 

vegetation can simply be modified for fuel reduction while conserving some ecological 

values.  I often use a Fuel Modified Conservation Zone in Land Management Plans 

where fuel loads are reduced sensitively leaving soil and groundstorey intact and often 

producing areas of abundant native grasses and wildflowers because of the lack of 

competition from shrubs.  Such a zone would be useful and appropriate on lots 15 and 

25 to 42 where better quality Box-Ironbark currently occurs and the land wasn’t 

cleared and used for grazing domestic stock.  

7.3 Cheers (2014 page 4) states that No threatened flora species were recorded during 

surveys. As surveys have been done over an 11 year span and no threatened flora 

species were recorded it was considered that the species in Table 1 would not be 

present over the next 10 years. Also the majority of the vegetation on site is not 

suitable for these species.  Cheers did extensive flora flora over 11 years and found no 

threatened flora species, including the species that species-specific habitat units 

would need to be sourced. 

7.4 Cheers (2014 page 5) that: Two threatened fauna species have been recorded within 

the study area. They were Brush-tailed Phascogale and Swift Parrot.  He explains in his 

report why they are not likely to be able to use the site as habitat.  There is a lack of 

hollows and isolation of some sites meaning that it is unlikely that Brush-tailed 

Phascogales would occur on the site.  Swift Parrots were recorded on the site in 2003 

but have not been seen since despite much survey effort by Mr. Cheers, likely because 

of the lack of large nectar producing trees in general and a high proportion of the site 

not supporting their preferred food trees.  The site is not likely to support threatened 

fauna species.  

7.5 The requirements under Clause 52.17 changed in December 2013.  No new analysis of 

losses and required offsets was undertaken for the Bushfire Strategic Assessment 

Committee in April 2014 because their objective was to consider bushfire risk only.  A 

No Net Loss Analysis was undertaken for the likely native vegetation lost because of 

the development on 7 August 2015 by Practical Ecology.  Approximately 32 ha of the 

lower quality vegetation on the site would be cleared while approximately 71 ha would 

be retained according to the latest tentative development plan (version 30). 

7.6 Substantial efforts have been made to avoid and minimise native vegetation losses 

under the proposed development plan that would occur if the amendment is approved.  

The fact that we have reached version 30 of the tentative Development Plan is an 

indication of the efforts over time.  The area of clearing appears substantial but the 

proposed clearing is mostly degraded habitat with limited species regenerating 

because of substantial disturbance in the past.  The vast majority of the less disturbed 
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better quality vegetation would be retained on the site in larger blocks and clustered 

between smaller blocks where Land Management Plans placed on title would limit 

clearing for boundaries and allow larger blocks of undisturbed habitat to remain. 

7.7 The No Net Loss Analysis determined that substantial species-specific offsets would 

be required, specifically units for Regent Honeyeater, Western Golden-tip and Arching 

Flax-lily. It was found that many of these units would be found on site but there would 

also be substantial deficits that would need be found as third party offsets elsewhere if 

the amendment is approved. This situation is an accident of computer modelling and 

its limitations. The areas of native vegetation that would be cleared do not have the 

Western Golden-tip recorded as present and only older records of Regent Honeyeater 

occur yet the significant species modelling indicates that the lower quality areas of 

vegetation on the site are where most of the habitat for these species exists. Despite 

there being better quality habitat on the site, that would be retained, this retained 

habitat is not modelled as habitat for the significant species and this creates the 

substantial deficit in offset availability on the site itself. 

7.8 In October 2015 we were notified by DELWP that they were changing the offset 

calculation method for species-specific offsets.  Prior to this change the species-

specific offset was calculated by considering an entire habitat zone the loss of habitat 

for threatened species if any small or large portion of the habitat zone was mapped as 

habitat for that species.  A new Biodiversity Information and Offset Report was 

obtained 10 October 2015 to determine the difference in offsets required.  The change 

in October 2015 meant that only the area of mapped habitat rather than the whole 

habitat zone would be considered a loss as was the procedure for calculating the 

offset available on a site as well.  The effect of this change is to reduce the offset 

needed if the amendment is approved and the tentative development plan (version 30) 

is permitted as well. 

7.9 The offset that could potentially be required if the development goes ahead is still 

substantial after changes to the calculation methods.  However, obtaining this offset is 

a matter for the planning permit as the procedure under Clause 52.17 does not 

require obtaining offsets before a permit is granted.  The obligation is to determine 

the offsets required and generally consider where they may be obtained, onsite or 

third party are the options, but there is no written requirements on whether or not a 

judgement should be made about how easy or not they should be to source.  Sourcing 

native vegetation offsets is an obligation of a permit holder if a permit is granted. 

8.8.8.8.     SUMMARY COMMENTSSUMMARY COMMENTSSUMMARY COMMENTSSUMMARY COMMENTS    

8.1 It was determined that the bushfire risk to future residents on the site can be 

mitigated effectively with latest Bushfire Development Plan that was developed in 

consultation with the CFA and Strategic Advisory Committee.  The town of Maldon and 

the site is not in an extreme bushfire zone because of the low fuel levels in the areas 

of native vegetation and the substantial firebreaks throughout the landscape.  In 

addition, the proposed development can be made adequately safe for the future 
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residents through the measures included in version 30 of the development plan.  This 

is my opinion and the CFA and Bushfire Advisory Committee agreed with this 

assessment in May 2014.  It is also likely that the development would reduce the 

bushfire risk for the town of Maldon by creating a reliable firebreak to the south of 

town which is currently vulnerable to fires that start in extreme north winds but 

change to a southwest front with typical wind changes. 

8.2 The area of native vegetation that would be cleared for the development is primarily 

lower quality regeneration in former clear grazing paddocks with little if any evidence 

of threatened flora and fauna species present.  The proposed development would 

retain the vast majority of better quality native vegetation in contiguous blocks and 

the subdivision process would create the opportunity to implement better 

management regimes for the bushland then is currently required.   

 

Finally, I have made all the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate and that no 

matters of significance that I regard as relevant have to my knowledge been withheld from the 

Panel. 

 

Lincoln Kern, Ecological Consultant and Managing Director   Date:  16 November 2015 
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Curriculum Vitae: Lincoln KernCurriculum Vitae: Lincoln KernCurriculum Vitae: Lincoln KernCurriculum Vitae: Lincoln Kern    

Date of BirthDate of BirthDate of BirthDate of Birth    1 February 1963 

Lincoln was trained in botany and environmental science in the United States and has been 

working in the environmental field in Victoria on a full-time basis since 1991 including time 

with the Merri Creek Management Committee, the National Trust Save the Bush Program and 

Greening Australia Victoria.  Lincoln has run Practical Ecology Pty. Ltd. since November 1993, 

offering an integrated service for managers of native vegetation and developers as required. 

Lincoln has provided relevant and realistic management advice because he has extensive 

experience with costing, planning and doing the required physical works and sharing the 

whys and hows of reconciling development and nature conservation objectives with staff and 

the public.  He also specialises in devising vegetation management systems that are clear and 

useful to every person involved and interested in managing vegetation, whether amateur or 

professional.   

EducationEducationEducationEducation    

NovembNovembNovembNovemb

er 2013er 2013er 2013er 2013    

Design and Design and Design and Design and Building Bushfire Prone Areas CourseBuilding Bushfire Prone Areas CourseBuilding Bushfire Prone Areas CourseBuilding Bushfire Prone Areas Course    

Week-long course run by University of Technology Sydney on preparing 

Bushfire Attack Level Assessments and Bushfire Management Statements 

and designing development and building in response to AS3959 and the 

relevant Victorian Planning Scheme provisions. 

NovemNovemNovemNovem----

ber ber ber ber 

2005200520052005    

Wildfire Management Overlay Implementation CourseWildfire Management Overlay Implementation CourseWildfire Management Overlay Implementation CourseWildfire Management Overlay Implementation Course    

Week-long course sponsored by the Country Fire Authority to train 

people in designing developments to meet the requirements of the 

Wildfire Management Overlay in Victoria 

1998199819981998    Graduate Diploma of Applied Science (Environmental Management).Graduate Diploma of Applied Science (Environmental Management).Graduate Diploma of Applied Science (Environmental Management).Graduate Diploma of Applied Science (Environmental Management).    

Deakin University, Rusden Campus.  Part-time: Begun February 1995 and 

completed in April 1998.    

1992199219921992    Bush Regeneration Supervisors CourseBush Regeneration Supervisors CourseBush Regeneration Supervisors CourseBush Regeneration Supervisors Course 

Organised by National Trust, Victoria A course exploring management 

skills, the role of management plans and monitoring programs in bush 

regeneration. 

1990199019901990    Bush Regeneration Techniques CourseBush Regeneration Techniques CourseBush Regeneration Techniques CourseBush Regeneration Techniques Course  

Organised by National Trust, Victoria.  A course emphasising plant 

identification and ecology and technical skills needed to manage 
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bushland. 

Winter Winter Winter Winter 

1988198819881988    

Rainforest Field StudiesRainforest Field StudiesRainforest Field StudiesRainforest Field Studies    

Semester-long field course in Guatemala and Belize organised by 

University of California at Santa Cruz 

February February February February 

1987198719871987    

Permaculture Design CoursePermaculture Design CoursePermaculture Design CoursePermaculture Design Course    

Organised by Aprovecho Institute, Cottage Grove, Oregon USA and 

presented at Solala Agriculture College, Guatemala 

1986198619861986    B.A. Antioch College, Yellow Springs, OhioB.A. Antioch College, Yellow Springs, OhioB.A. Antioch College, Yellow Springs, OhioB.A. Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, USAUSAUSAUSA    

Major in Biology with course work in Botany, Environmental Studies, 

Anthropology and Education 

Employment Employment Employment Employment HistoryHistoryHistoryHistory    

2007 to 2007 to 2007 to 2007 to 

2011201120112011    

GovernorGovernorGovernorGovernor----in Council Appointee on the Alpine Resorts Coordinating Councilin Council Appointee on the Alpine Resorts Coordinating Councilin Council Appointee on the Alpine Resorts Coordinating Councilin Council Appointee on the Alpine Resorts Coordinating Council    

Responsible for contributing to general business, chairing the Sustainability 

Committee of the Council and attending Environmental Officer Forums 

1993 to 1993 to 1993 to 1993 to 

present present present present ----    

part-time 

from June 

1998 to 

May 1999    

Practical Ecology Pty. Ltd.Practical Ecology Pty. Ltd.Practical Ecology Pty. Ltd.Practical Ecology Pty. Ltd. – Ecological Consultant and Managing Director 

Consulting and contracting business specialising in native vegetation 

management.  Services include: 

• vegetation management ecological restoration project designs 

• flora and fauna surveys & management plans 

• preparing bushfire management plans and wildfire management 

statements 

• coordinating planning processes requiring reconciliation of conservation 

and development objectives 

• expert witness representation at VCAT and Planning Panels 

• education services including plant ID, land management planning, net 

gain and planning policy etc 

• community group coordination and/or support 

• coordination of contract works including revegetation, wetland planting 

and remnant vegetation management 

June 1998 June 1998 June 1998 June 1998 

to May to May to May to May 

1999199919991999    

Wellington Shire Council Wellington Shire Council Wellington Shire Council Wellington Shire Council ----    Environmental Planner 

Provided environmental advice to Council and officers with roles in 

commenting on planning permits and developing a wide variety of 

environmental programs.    

1993/941993/941993/941993/94    Victoria University of Technology, Melton LEAP PROGRAM Victoria University of Technology, Melton LEAP PROGRAM Victoria University of Technology, Melton LEAP PROGRAM Victoria University of Technology, Melton LEAP PROGRAM - Part time 

supervisor based at Taylor's Creek, Keilor. 

Supervision and formal training of program participants students in 

regeneration work in a suburban creek valley. 
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June 1991 June 1991 June 1991 June 1991 

----    Nov 1993Nov 1993Nov 1993Nov 1993    

National Trust ‘Save the Bush’ National Trust ‘Save the Bush’ National Trust ‘Save the Bush’ National Trust ‘Save the Bush’ ---- Part time Technical Supervisor 

• Development of works programs for and supervision of bush 

regeneration crews 

• vegetation surveys 

• developing and presenting bushland management courses 

• working with community groups. 

June 1992 June 1992 June 1992 June 1992 

----    June June June June 

1993199319931993    

Greening Australia VictoriaGreening Australia VictoriaGreening Australia VictoriaGreening Australia Victoria - Part time Project Officer, Urban Program 

• Assessments for Parks and Waterways community grants 

• Conservation project advice to community groups 

• Coordination of education programs and community information days 

May 1991 May 1991 May 1991 May 1991 ––––    

June 2003June 2003June 2003June 2003    

Council of Adult EducationCouncil of Adult EducationCouncil of Adult EducationCouncil of Adult Education - Casual Tutor 

Self developed and run short courses in: 

• Natural history 

• Field botany 

• Organic gardening and permaculture 

1991199119911991----92929292    Merri Creek Management CommitteeMerri Creek Management CommitteeMerri Creek Management CommitteeMerri Creek Management Committee - Revegetation Crew Member 

• Site preparation and maintenance,  

• Direct seeding and tubestock planting 

• Remnant vegetation management. 

1986 1986 1986 1986 ----    

1989198919891989    

Biologist/InspectorBiologist/InspectorBiologist/InspectorBiologist/Inspector - Foreign Fisheries Observer Program, National Marine 

Fisheries Service, Seattle, Washington USA. Monitoring the species, catch 

size and adherence to fishing regulations of foreign fishing vessels in 

American waters off of Oregon, Washington and Alaska 

1111984984984984    Coordinator Coordinator Coordinator Coordinator ----    Environmental Field ProgramEnvironmental Field ProgramEnvironmental Field ProgramEnvironmental Field Program Antioch College Science 

Institute, Yellow Springs, Ohio USA. As one of three coordinators, developed 

and implemented the curriculum and itinerary of a 3 month field program 

for adults in Arizona and New Mexico. 
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